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36 CFR 1228
TVA BOARD SPEECHES

This records series contains speeches given by TVA Board Members and some chief executives, such as the Chief Administrative Officer. These are speeches given to such audiences as civic audiences, constituents, the Congress, or regulatory governing organizations such as the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC).

The speeches are filed by date, and then alphabetically by speaker's name, audience, or location where the speech was given.

Total volume is 15 cubic feet. Annual volume is approximately 15 cubic feet. Speeches for the period of 1985 through 1986 could not be located.

DISPOSITION

1. Speeches dated 10/19/55 to 5/84
   PERMANENT Transfer to the National Archives upon approval of this schedule

2. Speeches dated 1985 to 1990
   PERMANENT Transfer to the National Archives in the year 2000

3. Speeches dated 1991 and continuing
   PERMANENT Break file every 2 years Transfer to the Knoxville Records Center when newest material is 2 years old Transfer to the National Archives in 4-year blocks when newest material is 10 years old